INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Viral integration into host chromosomes plays a key role in viral infection ([@B1],[@B2]) and tumorigenesis ([@B3]--[@B8]). The role of oncogenic viruses in cancer pathogenesis is mediated through mutagenic integration into the host genome as one of important mechanisms ([@B2]). Viral integration sites (VIS) have been observed adjacent to oncogenes, at chromosomal fragile sites, scaffold/matrix attachment regions and repeat/satellite sequence-rich regions ([@B9],[@B10]). Moreover, chromosomal rearrangements, including deletions and insertions of viral and host genes, are often linked to tumor development and progression ([@B11]--[@B13]). For instance, Ojesina *et al.* have demonstrated that the relationship between human papillomavirus (HPV) integration and increased expression of adjacent genes is a widespread phenomenon in primary cervical carcinomas by whole-exome sequencing analysis of 115 cervical carcinoma-normal paired samples, transcriptome sequencing of 79 cases and whole-genome sequencing of 14 tumor-normal pairs ([@B14]). The expression levels of oncogenes at HPV integration sites, including *MYC*, *SERPINB4*, *GLI2* and *NR4A2*, are shown to be significantly higher than those without virus integrations ([@B14]). Furthermore, several hepatitis B virus (HBV) integration sites are located in the genomes of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients, which contain numerous oncogenes such as *TP53*, *TERT*, *CCNE1* and *MLL4* ([@B15],[@B16]). Therefore, a better understanding of VISes and their adjacent DNA features will be of tremendous importance in unraveling the unique mechanisms underlying the pathogenesis of malignancy as well as identifying novel anticancer targets.

With recent advances in high-throughput deep sequencing techniques, whole-genome and whole-exome sequencing have been widely and successfully used to search for VISes ([@B16],[@B17]). This has generated massive amounts of data, which need to be analyzed with new and appropriate user-friendly analytical tools and databases. Dr.VIS was first released in 2011 as a database of human disease-related VISes ([@B18]). Since then, the number of known VISes has grown rapidly. In this updated version of Dr.VIS, Dr.VIS v2.0, the number of collected VISes has reached 3340. The revised database aims to provide a platform to facilitate both bioinformatic and experimental research. Dr.VIS v2.0 also provides a convenient search option, enabling the efficient recovery of oncogenes, regulatory elements in flanking sequences, related publications and other information.

DATA ANNOTATION AND COLLECTION METHOD {#SEC2}
=====================================

Data collection and annotation for Dr.VIS v2.0 was carried out in a similar fashion as for version 1.0 ([@B18]). In recent times, the growth of papers reporting VISes has been rapid. To keep up with this, we systematically collected newly described VISes and curated related information (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We first carried out a PubMed literature search using a list of keywords pertaining to virus integration, including 'virus integration', 'virus integration site', 'virus integration sequence', 'virus integration tumor' and 'cancer and disease'. We then extracted more VISes keywords from this literature and filtered the downloaded files using these keywords. The filtered entries were subsequently confirmed by manual curation (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![The flow scheme for setting up the Dr.VIS v2.0 and the overview of the database. Abbreviations: HBV, hepatitis B virus; EBV, Epstein--Barr virus; HHV, human herpesvirus ; HPV, human herpesvirus; MCV, Merkel cell polyomavirus; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HTLV, human T lymphotropic virus; XMRV, xenotropic murine leukemia virus-related virus.](gku1074fig1){#F1}

Around 3180 papers were initially obtained using a list of keywords pertaining to virus integration and tumor. We manually filtered those papers for relevance to human disease-related viruses and got 196 ones. Then a total of 64 papers were selected, in which researchers completed their study using high-throughput deep sequencing or reported exact VISes or junction sequences. Curators intensively read these selected papers in full to extract the VIS characteristics required by the data model. Subsequent manual retrieval and curation were performed from the original literature reporting junction sequences. For all VIS records obtained, basic information related to references and PubMed accession numbers was extracted and entered into the Dr.VIS v2.0 database. All VISes deposited in Dr.VIS v2.0 were sequenced or detected from tumor tissues, non-tumor tissues of patients or cell lines. A process of redundancy elimination was then performed on the entire dataset, including both previously existing and newly collected data. Each VIS was repeatedly checked and given a Dr.VIS accession number (unique VIS ID). The annotations and genomic mapping information of coding genes and non-coding sequences relied on data from original papers, the supplementary materials of papers, the NCBI RefSeq database (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/RefSeq/>) ([@B19]), the NONCODEv4 database ([@B20]) or BLAT at the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>) ([@B21]). We next identified the genes that were closest to VISes. GenBank annotations were used to create figures for all VISes to enable visualization of their location in the genome or within a specific DNA fragment, together with regulatory elements in flanking sequences.

DATABASE CONTENT AND STRUCTURE {#SEC3}
==============================

The purpose of the database is to serve as a knowledge base for experimentally oriented studies and as a resource for medical and bioinformatics applications. The first release of Dr.VIS in 2012 covered 567 natural VISes of five oncogenic viruses representing 11 diseases ([@B18]). It was completed before 2012, when next-generation sequencing (NGS) was less widely applied. This updated version, representing 25 diseases, covers 3340 integration sites of eight oncogenic viruses in human chromosomes and provides more accurate information about VISes based on deep sequencing results obtained mainly after 2012. Additionally, data of VISes for three newly identified oncogenic viruses for 14 related diseases have been added to this updated version. Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} compares the previous and current versions of Dr.VIS, and demonstrates a 5-fold increase of VIS information in this 2015 Dr.VIS v2.0 update. There are 1949 VISes of HBV representing HCC from 11papers, 1217 VISes of HPV representing 13 diseases from 38 papers, 118 VISes of HTLV representing five diseases from two papers, 20 VISes of EBV representing one tumor from seven papers, 13 VISes of XMRV representing one cancer from one paper, nine VISes of MCV representing one disease from two papers and two VISes of HIV representing two tumor from two papers (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

###### A data comparison between Dr.VIS v2.0 and Dr.VIS v1.0

  Data features                                  Dr.VIS v1.0   Dr.VIS v2.0
  ---------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------
  Total number of viruses                        5             8
  Total number of related diseases               11            25
  Samples which VISes are detected from                        
  Tumor                                          NA            2446
  Non-tumor                                      NA            882
  Cell-line                                      NA            11
  Total number of VISes                          567           3340
  Total number of VIS points                     197           2244
  Total number of VIS locus                      370           867
  Total number of junction sequences             197           551
  Total number of human genes involved           266           1730
  Coding genes                                   247           1005
  Non-coding genes                               19            725
  Genes in which VISes located                   NA            1153
  Genes involved with a range of 5 kb            NA            294
  Genes involved with a range of 10 kb           NA            112
  Total number of integration sites of viruses   NA            1453
  Total number of virus genes involved           NA            462
  Number of articles annotated                   43            64

Most VISes deposited in Dr.VIS v2.0 are sequenced or detected from patient samples, including tumor and non-tumor tissues. A total of 2446 VISes are detected from tumors, while 882 VISes are found in non-tumor tissues, and 11 from cell lines. Traditionally, most virus integration breakpoints have been detected by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based methods such as Alu-PCR ([@B22]). However, the recent rapid development of massive parallel sequencing technology and NGS such as whole-genome sequencing and whole-exon sequencing has introduced new ways of detecting viral integration in the human genome ([@B12],[@B16],[@B17],[@B23]). NGS is therefore the most commonly used detection method for VISes in the Dr.VIS v2.0 database. This database covers 2244 precise integration sites, 867 integration regions and 551 junction sequences. Viruses may affect their host chromosome during the integration process, but also may affect their own replication, assembly and integration. For instance, Sung *et al.* reported that approximately 40% of observed breakpoints were restricted to the 1800-bp region of the HBV genome where the viral enhancer, X gene and core gene are located ([@B12]). And Dr.VIS v2.0 contains 1453 breakpoints across viral genomes and 462 viral genes. A total of 2295 VISes are located near 1730 human disease genes, including 1005 coding and 725 non-coding genes. Many VISes (1153) are located within exons or introns of disease genes, with 294 located up to 5 kb from the nearest gene, and an additional 112 located up to 10 kb away.

Cytobands covering VIS can be non-coding sequences or interrupted genes with specific coordinates of subcomponents (such as exons or introns), and must have been approved by the HUGO (Gene Nomenclature Committee). Meanwhile, the genomic location of each integration site in the human genome assembly before 2009 must have been converted to hg19 and must be able to be identified by BLAT from the UCSC database ([@B21]). Genes that flank integration sites (5--10 kb) can be further calculated using UCSC Blat ([@B21]), the NCBI RefSeq ([@B24]) and NONCODEv4 ([@B20]).

DATABASE VISUALIZATION {#SEC4}
======================

Within the Dr.VIS v2.0 database, basic information is available about each human disease-related VISes. This includes the corresponding human disease, type of sample, method of detection, related virus name, chromosome location, cytoband covering the VIS, integration site, human strand, virus break point, virus-gene/important element, virus strand, virus genome rearrangement, nearest gene integration site, distance to nearest gene from integration site and integrated sequence covering the junction point. Genomic traits of a VIS cluster include the gene distribution and gene distance from the integration site. The integrated sequences covering the junction point are recorded as 'human genome-viral genome-human genome'. For convenient data organization, VISes representing the above-mentioned basic information are clustered to generate a unique data entry known as a viral integration cluster (or VIS cluster) (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Each VIS can also be labeled simultaneously with several tags.

![(**A**) The Dr.VIS v2.0 database window with VIS annotations. (**B**) The browsing page with detailed information about an integrated site.](gku1074fig2){#F2}

Users can query the database through the search interface by providing the virus name, genome assembly, chromosome, human disease, nearest gene, VIS ID or any other descriptive words. By clicking the 'search' box in the upper right-hand corner, the page will display matching data including VIS ID, sample, related disease, virus, genome assembly, chromosome, nearest gene, precise integration site in the genome, gene locus and abstract of reference papers (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Sequences can be searched using accession numbers found in Dr.VIS v2.0. Search results are also linked to full GenBank entries. A collection of published research articles describing high-throughput investigations on VIS has been provided for the benefit of users. Users could obtain an overview of the landscape of virus--tumor associations, especially in malignant cancers, mainly through the following ways: (i) by analyzing VIS distribution in diseases, viruses, chromosomes and other aspects; (ii) by analyzing the distribution of the genes (coding or non-coding) closest to VISes in diseases, viruses and other aspects. Availability of this information will be useful for both clinicians and researchers, and will enable the identification and verification of new oncogenes, tumor suppressor genes and tumor-associated pathways ([@B25]).

The database can be accessed through the following URL: <http://www.bioinfo.org/drvis> or [bminfor.tongji.edu.cn/drvis_v2](http://bminfor.tongji.edu.cn/drvis_v2), which is easily accessible to all users, free of charge and does not require the user to log in. The entire Dr.VIS v2.0 dataset can be directly downloaded from <http://www.bioinfo.org/drvis/download.php>.

CONCLUSION {#SEC5}
==========

The identification of novel cancer-associated viruses and understanding the genomic effects of known viruses on the human genome is technically complex and incomplete ([@B26]). Virus integration sites were reported to be found to be distributed randomly or not uniformly over the whole genome ([@B9],[@B14]). However, it may not be the fact. Some researchers found that the integration hotspots of human genome were located in oncogenes, such as *TERT, MLL4, CCNE1* and so on ([@B13],[@B22]), and fragiles or other special structures of human chromosome ([@B12]). This strategic virus integration may activate oncogenes, corrupt tumor suppressors, or impose *cis*-regulatory effects on the expression of downstream genes, form chimeric human fusion genes and thereby dysregulate the transcription network through some pathways in tumors ([@B12]). Meanwhile, viral breakpoints may be strategic and facilitate virus insertion ([@B12]). As a result, cancers may come out. Therefore, robust analysis of characterizing VISes, their adjacent DNA features and their associations with human diseases will contribute toward the discovery of novel oncogenes, tumor suppressors and tumor-associated pathways.

Dr.VIS v2.0 is one of the most comprehensive databases of viral integration and human diseases, and is developed to enable biological scientists to explore their data in a more systems-oriented manner. Compared with the original Dr.VIS, the new version is a step toward a more integrated knowledge database, with expansion of the total number of viruses, related diseases, VISes and nearest genes. Dr.VIS v2.0 is also user-friendly and is of enormous value for the analysis of VIS and related malignancies. As new VISes are progressively discovered, we will continue to update the Dr. VIS v2.0 database. Submissions of new VISes are invited and should be sent to <zhaoht@pumch.cn>.
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